
• Participants with uncertainty information had higher 
ending budgets. (F(1, 171) = 9.8, p = .002)  

 

 

 

 
 

 

However, because forecasts are not perfectly accurate, 
budget was due in part to chance. 
 
Calculated: 
 Trials for which participants decided to salt:  -$1,000.  
 Trials on which they decided not to salt: -$6,000 X probability of freezing              

                       on that 
trial 

 
 

Expected loss: theoretical value of decision (lower is better) 
 

• Participants with uncertainty information had significantly           

lower expected loss. (F(1, 170) = 7.38, p < .01) 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Should weather forecasts include uncertainty estimates?  Uncertainty estimates 

should theoretically improve decision-making, research demonstrates that people 

make errors, compared to normative models of rational choice, when reasoning 

with uncertainty. For instance people are shown to be:  

     • Risk seeking in some situations (prefer risky option to sure thing of equal or higher value). 

       • Risk averse in others (prefer sure thing to risky option of equal or higher value).  

However, traditional research does not compare people’s decisions with 

uncertainty information to people’s decisions without uncertainty information.  

 

The study reported here used a realistic computer-based simulation task in which  

participants (some with uncertainty forecasts, some with deterministic forecasts) 

made a series of decisions.  All participants received immediate feedback and 

were rewarded for successful decision-making. 

Participants (173 college students) took the role of a manager  

of company in charge of treating the roads with salt brine in the winter to prevent icy conditions. 

Treatment had to be applied BEFORE freezing.  

Deterministic:  

Participants saw the conventional single  

value forecast. 

Uncertainty: 

Participants also  

saw the probability   

of freezing. 

All participants were informed of the observed temperature after each 

decision. 

Compare cost to treat roads (-$1,000) to  penalty for not treating if it freezes 

(-$6,000) weighted by the probability of freezing.  

 
 

Break even point:  cost (-$1,000 ) =  16.67% x -$6,000 = -$1,000 

                                                                           expected loss 

Deterministic Uncertainty 

Mean  

Ending  

Budget  
(after 120 trials) 

$13,700 
Min -12K 

Max 37K 

$24,800 
Min – 2K 

Max 37K 

Deterministic Uncertainty 

Mean  

Expected  

Loss 
(after 120 trials) 

-$128,328 -$118,272 

$1,000 / $6,000 = .1667 = 16.67% 

• Participants with uncertainty information were: 

   - Less risk averse, salting less often in the low probability ranges. 

   - Less risk seeking, salting more often in the high probability ranges.  

      (F(1, 171) = 16, p < .001)  

 

People make better decisions with uncertainty information. 
   •  When they have repeated experience with the relationship 

between the forecast and the outcome. 

    • When they are sufficiently motivated ($). 

 

Although decisions were not perfectly economically rational, 

uncertainty information allowed them to both withhold action  

when it is appropriate to do so as well as take action when it is 

appropriate to do so. 
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Monthly budget:                                         $36,000  

Cost of treating roads 1 day:                       $1,000 

Penalty (if no treatment & temp < 32º):    $6,000 

Rule: maximize budget by minimizing losses 

4 simulated months (120 trials) 

Balance forwarded to next month 

Reward: Highest ending budget = $20 cash prize 

Each salt decision based on forecast: nighttime 

 low temperature 
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Normative Rule: Apply salt brine when probability of freezing < 17%. 

Feedback 

Economically Rational Approach 

If Normative Rule: $37,000 

If Normative Rule: -$108,200 

If Salt Every Trial:  -$120,000 

Less Risk Averse 

Less Risk Seeking Normative Rule  


